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PART  I:  WRITTEN  RECEPTION  (70 points)
(ACCESS  TO  INFORMATION  FROM  WRITTEN  TEXTS)

General comments: Superfluous copying — deduct 1 pt. for each item. For misuse of pronoun, deduct 1 pt. only 

ONCE per question. However, accept if the pronoun is used appropriately with quotation marks.

AN  UNUSUAL  GARBAGE  COLLECTOR

1.
i) Where he lives.
iv) What his job is.

(2x7) =
14 points

2.
To help their children with schoolwork.
Accept: They / His neighbors have no money to buy books.

8

3. José's collection / He has about 25,000 books / many books. 8

4. iii) Where the library is. 8

5. Volunteers / They help the family in the library. 8

6. (After elementary school) he had to go to work to help his family. 8

7. i) complete school 8

8. It encourages young people to love books. 8

Total 70

PART  II:  SPOKEN  RECEPTION  (30 points)

(ACCESS  TO  INFORMATION  FROM  SPOKEN  TEXTS)

IS  YOUR  HOME  TIDY?

9. i) To tell listeners about her job. 5

10. iii) She helps people organize their homes. 5

11. iii) Because these things help them remember happy times. 5

12. ii)	 They	can't	find	the	things	they	are	looking	for. 5

13. i) She asks them to choose the things that are important. 5

14. ii) To convince people to get rid of things. 5

Total 30
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IS  YOUR  HOME  TIDY?

Hello, listeners. This is Avi Cohen with our weekly program, Unusual Jobs. With me today is Deena 

Kelly. Deena works as a personal organizer. She will tell us what a personal organizer does. Hello, 

Deena.

Hello, Avi. Thank you for inviting me.

Tell us, what is a personal organizer?

Personal organizers help people organize their homes. They help people make their home tidy.

Why do people need help?

Well, today people have lots of old things in their homes. There are many things that they don't need, but they 

keep them anyway. For example, people keep books, old clothes, and other stuff that they don’t use. Many 

homes are just full of this stuff.

Why do people do this?

Well, people know they cannot sell these things. And they cannot use them. BUT sometimes these things help 

people remember good times in the past. Teenagers, for example, often keep favorite shirts that are now too 

small. Some people never get rid of anything.

I know. I also keep lots of old things. Is this a problem?

Well, one problem is that all	these	things	around	you	make	it	difficult	to	concentrate	on tasks that you want 

to do. For example, it	may	be	difficult	to	do	your	homework,	or	it	could	even	be	difficult	to	play	a	computer	

game. But the BIGGEST	problem	is	that	you	can’t	find	things.	When you have too many things, it is very 

hard	to	find	the	things	you	DO need when you look for them.

So how do you help these people?

First, I help people choose the things that are really important to them. The next and HARDEST part of this 

job is to convince people to get rid of the things they DON'T need.

How can people get rid of these things?

They can give some things to their friends, or maybe an organization will come and collect some of their stuff. 

Or, they can just throw things away. Then we can begin to tidy their homes and organize them.

So, do you enjoy your job?

Oh yes, very much. I like making people happy. In the end, people are always very happy when their home is 

organized and tidy.

Thank you Deena, for telling us about your work as a personal organizer. Goodbye.


